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ABSTRACT 

During programming work, we need to check TLF pagination issue(s). Some checking tools mentioned in 
the historical literature usually call Word software through VBA to read RTF page number and other 
information in order to judge whether TFL is paged normally. However, it is precisely because of the 
introduction of Word software, when the total number of TFLs and pages for inspection is too large, the 
speed of batch processing quickly becomes very slow. In this paper, we propose a new approach that 
enables us to significantly improve the checking speed. It opens the RTF file by OpenTextFile instead of 
Word, and uses regular expression to capture the key information. It is concluded that checking hundreds 
of TLFs(more than 10,000 pages in total) can be completed correctly in ten seconds. Besides, this tool 
can also find out whether the RTF files have been manually modified or not. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the daily work of generating tables and listings, we often encounter RTF pagination issue. There are 
mainly 5 types of common pagination issues: 

1. The page number duplicates in the footnote (see Figure 1). 

2. Some page numbers are missing in the footnote (see Figure 2). 

3. Total page number in the footnote calculated incorrectly (see Figure 3). 

4. There is extra page with info that does not belong to contents of table. (see Figure 4). 

5. Page break occurs within a single logical page (see Figure 5). 

 

Figure 1. Duplicate Page Number 
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Figure 2. Missing Page Number in Footnote 

 

Figure 3. Wrong Total Page Number in Footnote 
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Figure 4. Extra Page with wrong info in Outputs 

 

Figure 5. Page break occurs within a single logical page 
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In addition, tables and listings are preferably direct results from SAS running. In other words, manual 
modification of the generated tables and listings is not recommended. Because whether manually 
correcting the pagination issues or modification on data will bring huge potential quality hazards to the 
whole project. 

Regular pagination issue checking tools generally do not involve checking for 1 to 4 types of pagination 
issues and manual modification. This useful tool introduced in this paper can solve such problems. Even 
if these issues are checked in large quantities, it usually takes only a few seconds to complete. 

OPERATING PRINCIPAL OF THE TOOL 

DETECT TYPE 1 TO 4 OF THE PAGINATION ISSUES  

When using PROCE REPORT to generate tables and listings, programmers typically use a page variable 
to control page breaking. SAS will generate a new "\sectd" (means “section default”) keyword in the RTF 
document based on the variable value. Therefore, the total number of pages (physical page number) of 
RTF can be obtained by counting the total number of "\sectd" in RTF documents. 

Because the footnote often contain the total number of pages calculated by SAS code, the page number 
of tables or listings (logical page number) can be obtained from the "Y" value of "page X of Y" in the 
footnote, by regular expression. 

In general, the type 1 to 4 of pagination issues will result in unequal total physical page number and 
logical page number. By detecting the difference of the two page numbers, we can say that the RTF 
document has a pagination issue. The logical page number is usually greater than the physical page 
number in RTF with type 4 pagination issue, and less for the other types. 

For the pagination issue type 1, the page number where issue firstly occurs can be obtained by detecting 
the first equality of two adjacent page numbers (the "X" value in "page X of Y" duplicates here). 

CHECK FOR MANUAL MODIFICATION ISSUE 

The original RTF document uses the keyword "\fldinst {NUMPAGES}" to represent the total number of 
pages on the right side of the header, which will be dynamically parsed into the total page number when 
opened by software such as Microsoft Word. When the RTF file is modified and saved with Word, the 
keyword will be replaced by another total page number keyword "{\nofpagesY}" (Y=1, 2, 3...) generated 
by  Word (see Figure 6). 

When there is a string such as “{\nofpagesY}” in the RTF, it can be judged that the RTF has been 
artificially changed. 

 

Figure 6. Page Number Keyword Changed 

TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF QUICK CHECK FOR PAGINATION ISSUE AND 
MANUAL MODIFICATION ISSUE 

This tool can automatically check above issues by opening it with OpenTextFile, retrieving relevant 
keywords with regular expressions, and finally transferring them into useful information. Since this 
process is an operation on plain text, even a large batch check takes only a few seconds. 

INSPECTION METHOD FOR PAGINATION ISSUE TYPE 5  

When there is too much content in a page, pagination issue occurs in Word. At this time, since the RTF 
keyword "\sectd" cannot reflect whether the content of the page is too much and needs page breaking, 
the total number of "\sectd" in this case cannot accurately reflect the actual total number of pages. 
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In this case, we need to get the physical page number of RTF by calling the Word, and judge whether the 
RTF has page breaking issues by comparing with the logical page number in the footnote (because this 
method uses Word to parse the page number, the time required will increase). 

Finally, the cumulative page number of each page of RTF and the cumulative number of "\sectd" of this 
page are compared with each other, and the first page where the 2 numbers are unequal is where the 
pagination issue firstly occurs. 

HOW TO USE THE TOOL 

There are two inspection modes: 

• Quick check mode - Check the 1 to 4 types of pagination issues and manual modification issues 
(see Figure 7).  
Note:  

RTF Section Page # = Total page number by counting of "\sectd" 
Footnote Page # = Total page number read from the footnote (Y of "page X of Y") 
PB Issues? = Whether issues found (including pagination and modification issues) 
PB Issue Page # = Page number where pagination issue firstly occurs 
Supplemental Page # = Supplemental total page number by counting of 'NUMPAGES' 
Manually Modified Page # = Total page number of modified RTF (Y of “{\nofpagesY}”) 
Test TLF 2 – The page number 25 duplicates in the footnote 
Test TLF 3 – The page number 3 is missing in the footnote 
Test TLF 4 – Total page number 1 in the footnote calculated incorrectly (should be 2) 
Test TLF 5 – The last page with info that does not belong to contents of table. 
Test TLF 6 – Modification issue found (column B to G has been marked in red) 

 

Figure 7. Quick Check Mode 

• Full check mode - Supplemental check for type 5 pagination issue only, after quick check is 
completed (see Figure 8). It provides page number from Word in column H, which compared with 
the number in column B to find whether type 5 pagination issue exists in the RTF, and gives the 
page number where pagination issue firstly occurs in column E. 
Note:  

Word Page # = Total page number from Word 
Test TLF 1 – Page break occurs within a single logical page 
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Figure 8. Full Check Mode 

There are three ways to indicate the inspection path in the quick mode: 

1. Directly check all RTF files of the current path of the tool (click on the below button); 

 

2. Manually select a path to check (click on the below button); 

 

3. Input a full path name to check (Input a directory on the underline, then click the Check button 
above it). 

 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper an EXCEL VBA tool which can quickly batch check 5 kinds of pagination issues and manual 
modification issue is introduced. The tool has the following advantages: 

1. It can check multiple pagination issues and provide the page number where the pagination issue 

firstly occur. 

2. It can also check whether the contents of tables and listings have been manually modified or not. 

3. The checking speed is relatively fast, it's time saving. 

4. The tool is embedded in EXCEL file, which is easy to use. 

In a word, this tool can simplify the checking of RTF pagination issue and manual modification issue, and 
make the daily work more efficient. 
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